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We prove that the complement of a commutative language L is con-
text-free if the Parikh-map of L is a proper linear set. Some sharpenings
to results considering the Fliess conjecture on commutative context-
free languages are given. A conjecture concerning commutative star
languages is disproved by a counterexample.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Very little is known about the properties of commutative
context-free languages. A classical result of Parikh [11]
says that each context-free language is letter-equivalent with
some regular language. Expressed in other words, the
Parikh-map of a context-free language is a semilinear set.
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between
commutative languages and their Parikh-maps, so when
studying commutative context-free languages, elementary
methods of linear algebra can made use of. The structure of
those commutative context-free languages whose Parikh-
map is a linear set is fully characterized in [1]. Certainly
most commutative languages with a (semi)linear Parikh-
map are not context-free, the best known example maybe
being the commutative closure c((abc)*)) of the regular
language (abc)*.
The paper is divided into three sections. In the first sec-
tion some basic concepts about (commutative) languages
are given. In the second section we shall see that if L is a
commutative language such that the Parikh-map of L is a
proper linear set (a linear set with linearly independent
periods), then the complement of L is a context-free
language.
The so-called B-CF languages are considered in the third
section. A language L over an alphabet X=[a1 , a2 , ..., an]
is a B-CF language if L & a*_(1) } } } a*_(n) is context-free for
each permutation _ of 1, 2, ..., n. The conjecture of Fliess
states that a commutative language LX* is context-free if
and only if it is a B-CF language. The conjecture is true
when n, the number of elements in X, is one, two, or three
[9, 10]. For n4 it is valid in certain special cases (if, for
instance, the Parikh-map of L is a linear set [1]), but not
generally [6]. By studying the generative power of language
families with respect to the so-called trio-operations (non-
erasing morphism, inverse morphism, and intersection with
regular languages) we prove that commutative B-CF
languages form a considerably larger language family than
commutative context-free languages. Finally it is verified
that a commutative star language which is also a B-CF
language is not necessarily context-free.
The question concerning the (general) structure of com-
mutative context-free languages remains open.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let Y be a finite alphabet and let Y* be the free monoid
generated by Y with empty word =. For each y # Y* and
a # Y let | y| a denote the number of occurrences of the sym-
bol a in y. Define
c( y)=[z # Y* | |z|a=|x|a for each a # Y].
Let LY* be a language. The commutative closure of L is
the set
c(L)= .
y # L
c(y ).
The language L is commutative if L=c(L). The complement
Lc of L is the language Lc=Y*"L. Throughout the text
X=[a1 , ..., an] denotes an alphabet of n symbols, n # N+,
and 9n (9 when n is understood) is the usual Parikh-
map from [a1 , ..., an]* onto Nn defined by 9n(x)=
(|x|a1 , |x|a2 , ..., |x|an).
A family of languages is a set of languages containing at
least one nonempty element. Let L be a family of languages.
Then
c(L)= .
L # L
c(L).
A trio is a family of languages closed under nonerasing
morphism, inverse morphism, and intersection with regular
languages. The smallest trio containing L is denoted by
T(L). If L=[L] we write T(L), instead of T(L) and
say that T(L) is the principal trio generated by L. We
denote by R the family of all regular languages and by CF
the family of all context-free languages. It is well known that
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CF is the principal trio generated by the Dyck language
with two matching pairs. Let furthermore COMCF
(COMB-CF , resp.) be the family of all commutative context-
free (commutative B-CF, resp.) languages.
Let N=[0, 1, 2, ...] be the set of all natural numbers,
N+=N"[0], and let Q be the set of all rational numbers.
A set SNn, n # N+ , is linear if there exist m # N and vec-
tors u0 , u1 , ..., um # Nn such that
S=[u0+k1u1+ } } } +kmum | ki # N for each i].
We then denote S=L(u0 ; u1 , ..., um). The vector u0 is the
constant of S and u1 , ..., m are the periods of S. If u0=
(0, ..., 0), we write L(u1 , ..., um), instead of L(u0; u1 , ..., um).
The linear set S is proper if the vectors u1 , ..., um are linearly
independent (over Q). In this case the constant and periods
of S are unique. A semilinear set is a finite union of linear
sets. For a set VNn, the complement of V, denoted by Vc,
is the set Vc=Nn"V. The set V is stratified if (i) for each
v # V, v contains at most two nonzero coordinates; and (ii)
for each pair u=(u1 , ..., un) and v=(v1 , ..., vn) of vectors
in V, there does not exist i, j, k, l # [1, 2, ..., n] with
i<j<k<l, such that ui vj ukvl{0.
Let COMSL be the set of all commutative languages with
a semilinear Parikh-map.
2. THE COMPLEMENT OF A LINEAR SET
To prove the auxiliary results for the main theorem of this
section we need to consider certain ‘‘small’’ families of con-
text-free languages. Let a and b be distinct symbols. Define
the languages L=, L, and L{ as follows:
L==c((ab)*)=[x # [a, b]* | |x|a=|x|b];
L=c((ab)* b*)=[x # [a, b]* | |x|a|x|b];
L{=c((ab)* a+) _ c((ab)* b+)
=[x # [a, b]* | |x|a{|x|b].
For the trios generated by the languages above we have the
following strict inclusions [7]:
T(L{) / T(L) / T(L=).
It is naturally also true that
T(L)=T(L)=T(L<)=T(L>),
where L, L<, and L> are commutative languages defined
in an obvious manner. Remember that X=[a1 , a2 , ..., an],
where n # N+.
Lemma 1. Let p, p1 , p2 , ..., pn be rational numbers and
let LX* be the language
L=[x # X* | p1 |x|a1+ } } } +pn |x| an+p>0].
Then L is a commutative language in T(L ).
Proof. By definition, L is commutative. Without loss of
generality we may assume that the numbers p, p1 , ..., pn are
integers. Let i1 , ..., ir # [1, ..., n], 0rn, be all the integers
j # [1, ..., n] such that pj0. Let
L0=[x # [a, b]* | |x|a<|x|b+p].
Obviously L0 # T(L). Let h : X*  [a, b]* be the mor-
phism for which h(aj)=b pj for each j # [i1 , ..., ir] and
h(ak)=a | pk | for each k # [1, ..., n]"[i1 , ..., ir]. It is easy to
see that L=h&1(L0). K
Let SNn, n # N+, be the linear set S=L(u0 ; u1 , ..., um),
where m # N and u0 , u1 , ..., um # Nn. The convex closure of S
is the set
conv(S)
=[u0+:1 u1+ } } } +:m um | :i # Q nonnegative for each i]
& Nn.
A set TNn is a fundamental linear set if
T=[(t1 , ..., tn)+k1(m1 , 0, ..., 0)+ } } } +kn(0, ..., 0, mn)
| kj # N for each j]
for some ti , mi # N, ti<mi , where i=1, ..., n. A fundamental
semilinear set is a finite union of fundamental linear sets.
Theorem 2. Let LX* be a commutative language such
that 9(L) is a proper linear set. Then Lc is in T(L).
Proof. Denote S=9(L). By [5, Lemma 2], there exists
a fundamental semilinear set UNn such that S=
conv(S) & U. Obviously,
Lc=[9&1(S)]c=9&1(Sc)=9&1(conv(S)c _ Uc )
=9&1(conv(S)c) _ 9&1(U c).
The language R=9&1(U c)=[9&1(U )]c is clearly regular.
Elementary results in combinatorial topology (see, for
instance, [3]) imply that there exist m # N+ and pi , pij # Q,
i=1, ..., m, j=1, ..., n such that conv(S) consists of the non-
negative integral points of the intersection of the halfspaces
pi1x1+ } } } +pinxn+pi0
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for i=1, 2, ..., m; i.e.,
conv(S)
= ,
m
i=1
[(x1 , ..., xn) # Nn | pi1x1+ } } } +pin xn+pi0].
Thus
conv(S)c
= .
m
i=1
[(x1 , ..., xn) # Nn | pi1x1+ } } } +pin xn+pi>0]
and
L1=9&1(conv(S)c )
= .
m
i=1
[w # [a1 , ..., an]* | pi1 |w|a1+ } } } +pim |w| an>0].
By Lemma 1, each language in the above union is in
T(L). Since T(L), as a principal trio, is closed under
union, we may deduce that Lc=R _ L1 is in T(L). K
Corollary. Let L1 , ..., LmX* be commutative lan-
guages such that 9(L1), 9(L2), ..., 9(Lm) are proper linear
sets. Then the language L=(L1 & } } } & Lm)c is in T(L)
and thus context-free.
To prove Theorem 2 with the assumption 9(L) is an
arbitrary linear set (and thus not necessarily proper)
appeared to be troublesome. The difficulty arises from the
fact that the inner structure of an arbitrary linear set is not
homogenous in the same sense as is that of a proper linear
set. It is, however, very probable that Theorem 2 is true with
the weaker assumption.
3. ON COMMUTATIVE B-CF LANGUAGES
As was pointed out, all commutative B-CF-languages are
not context-free. Thus COMCF / COMB-CF . Certainly the
Parikh-map of each commutative B-CF-language is a semi-
linear set, so COMB-CF / COMSL . In what follows we shall
see that T(COMB-CF)=T(COMSL). This means that the
generative power (with respect to the trio operations) of
commutative B-CF languages is much stronger than that of
commutative context-free languages. It should be clear that
c(R), the family of commutative closures of all regular
languages coincides with COMSL . For each k # N+, let
Ek=c((a1a2 } } } ak)*). It is a known fact [4, 7] that
T(Ek) / T(Ek+1) for each k # N+ and that T(c(R))=
k1 T(c(Ek). Thus the nonprincipal trio T(c(R)) is the
infinite union of the principal trios T(Ek). Certainly
T(E1)=R, T(E2) / CF, and, for each integer k3, the
language families T(Ek) and CF are incomparable (i.e.,
neither T(Ek)CF nor CFT(Ek)).
Let n # N+. For each i, j # [1, 2, ..., 2n] such that i<j, let
e(i, j ) # N2n be the vector in which the i th and j th coor-
dinates are equal to one and all the others are equal to zero.
A set SN2n is n-diagonal if there exists a permutation
i1 , i2 , ..., in , j1 , j2 , ..., jn of the indices 1, 2, ..., 2n such that
ik<jk for each k and S=L(e(i1 , j1), ..., e(in , jn)).
Note that the above vectors e(i1 , j1), ..., e(in , jn) are
linearly independent (over Q, the rationals) and e(ij , j1)+
e(i2 , j2)+ } } } +e(in , jn)=(1, 1, ..., 1).
The n-diagonal set S=L(e(ij , j1), ..., e(in , jn)) is a
statified n-diagonal set if the set [e(i1 , j1), ..., e(in , jn)] is a
stratified set.
Lemma 3. Let n be a positive integer and SN2n be an
n-diagonal set. There then exists a stratified n-diagonal set
TN2n such that S & T=[(m, ..., m) # N2 | m # N].
Proof. By definition, there exists a permutation i1 , ..., in ,
j1 , ..., jn of 1, 2, ..., 2n such that S=L(e(i1 , j1), ..., e(in , jn)).
The case n=1 is trivial, so assume that n>1. Denote uk=
e(ik , jk), for k=1, 2, ..., n. We construct the sets T1 , ..., Tn&1
inductively as follows:
Let v1=e(1, 2) if e(1, 2)  [u1 , ..., un] and v1=e(1, 2n)
otherwise. Clearly the set T1=[v1] is such that
(a) the vectors v1 , u1 , ..., un are linearly independent;
(b) the set T1 is stratified; and
(c) the vector v1 is in Nr+_[0]
2n&2_Ns+ for some
r # N+ and s # N, such that r+s=2.
Assume now that k # N+, k<n&1 and we have con-
structed a set Tk=[v1 , ..., vk] such that
1. the vectors v1 , v2 , ..., vk , u1 , u2 , ..., un are linearly
independent;
2. the set Tk is stratified; and
3. the vector v1+v2+ } } } +vk is in Nr+_[0]
2n&2k_
Ns+ for some r, s # N such that sr and r+s=2k.
Claim. Either the vectors v1 , v2 , ..., vk , e(r+1, r+2),
u1 , u2 , ..., un are linearly independent or the vectors
v1 , v2 , ..., vk , e(r+1, 2n&s), u1 , u2 , ..., un are linearly inde-
pendent.
Assume the contrary. Since the vectors v1 , v2 , ..., vk , u1 ,
u2 , ..., un , by 1, are linearly independent, there exist rational
numbers pi , qi , dj , tj , where i=1, 2, ..., k+1 and j=
1, 2, ..., n such that
p1v1+p2v2+ } } } +pk vk+e(r+1, r+2)
=d1u1+d2 u2+ } } } +dnun
(1)
q1v1+q2v2+ } } } +qk vk+e(r+1, 2n&s)
=t1u1+t2u2+ } } } +tnun .
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Adding the equations of (1) we get
( p1+q1) v1+( p2+q2) v2+ } } } +( pk+qk) vk
+e(r+1, r+2)+e(r+1, 2n&s)
=(d1+t1) u1+(d2+t2) u2+ } } } +(dn+tn) un . (2)
Since r+2<2n&s, we have on the left-hand side of
Eq. (2) a vector with an odd number of nonzero coordinates
on the right-hand side vector with an even number of non-
zero coordinates. This is impossible, so the claim must be
true. Let vk+1=e(r+1, r+2) if the vectors v1 , ..., vk ,
e(r + 1, r + 2), u1 , ..., un are linearly independent and
vk+1=e(r+1, 2n&s) otherwise. Obviously Tk+1=[v1 , ...,
vk , vk+1] fullfils the conditions 1, 2, and 3. Let vn=
(1, ..., 1)&v1& } } } &vn&1 and Tn=[v1 , v2 , ..., vn]. Let T=
L(v1 , v2 , ..., vn). By construction, T is a stratified n-dimen-
sional set. It remains to prove that S & T=D, where D=
[(m, m, ..., m) # N2n | m # N].
The inclusion DS & T is quite clear. Assume that
v # S & T is a vector such that v  D. Then
v=p1 v1+p2v2+ } } } +pnvn=q1u1+q2u2+ } } } +qnun
for some rational numbers p1 , p2 , ..., pn , q1 , q2 , ..., qn such
that qj{qk for some j{k. By property 1, we have pn{0.
On the other hand, v1+v2+ } } } +vn=u1+u2+ } } } +un .
A suitable subtraction implies that the vectors v1 , v2 , ..., vn&1,
u1 , u2 , ..., un are linearly dependent, a contradiction. Thus
S & TD and the proof is complete. K
Theorem 4. For each n # N+ there exists a commutative
B-CF language L[a1 , a2 , ..., a2n]* such that En # T(L).
Proof. The theorem is obviously true when n=1 or
n=2.
Assume that n3. Let Bn=c((a1a2)* (a3 a4)* } } }
(a2n&1a2n)*) and L1 be the complement of Bn , i.e.,
L1=Bcn=[a1 , a2 , ..., a2n]*"Bn .
Let g : [a1 , a2 , ..., an]*  [a1 , a2 , ..., a2n]* be the morphism
for which g(ai)=a2i&1a2i for i=1, 2, ..., n. Denote L=
L1 _ E2n . It is quite easy to see that
g&1(L)=g&1(L1) _ g&1(E2n)=En .
It remains to show that L is a commutative B-CF language.
As a union of commutative languages, L is of course com-
mutative. By Theorem 2, L1 is a context-free language.
Let _ be any permutation of 1, 2, ..., 2n. Let 9_ the the
Parikh-map from [a1 , a2 , a2n]* onto N2n defined by
9_(x)=( |x|a_(1) , |x|a_(2) , ..., |x|a(2n))
for each x # [a1 , a2 , ..., a2n]*. The set S=9_(Bn) is an n-
diagonal set. By Lemma 3, there exist a stratified n-diagonal
set T such that
S & T=[(m, m, ..., m) # N2n | m # N].
This means that
9_(L)=9_(L1) _ 9_(E2n)
=9_(Bcn) _ 9_(c((a1 , a2 } } } a2n)*))
=Sc _ [(m, m, ..., m) # N2n | m # N]
=Sc _ T.
Let L2=9&1_ (T ). By the facts above, L=L1 _ L2 . Con-
sider the language
L & a*_(1)a*_(2) } } } a*_(2n)
=(L1 & a*_(1)a*_(2) } } } a*_(2n)) _ (L2 & a*_(1) a*_(2) } } } a*_(2n)).
Since L1 is context-free, the language L1 & a*_(1)a*_(2) } } }
a*_(2n) must also be context-free. The set 9_(L2 &
a*_(1) a*_(2) } } } a*_(2n))=T is a linear set with a stratified set of
periods. A classical result of Ginsburg [2] then implies that
L2 & a*_(1)a*_(2) } } } a*_(2n) is a context-free language. Thus,
L & a*_(1)a*_(2) } } } a*_(2n) is a context-free language. Since _
was an arbitrary permuation of 1, 2, ..., 2n, we deduce that
L is a commutative B-CF language. This completes the
proof. K
Corollary. T(COMB-CF )=T(COMSL).
Call a language L a star language if L=L*. In [8] Lat-
teux states the following conjecture:
Conjecture. A commutative star language is context-free
if and only if it is a B-CF language.
The following construction shows that the above conjec-
ture is not true. Let
L=[an11 a
n2
2 a
n3
3 a
n4
4 | n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 # N, n1{n2+n3+n4]
_ [a3n1 a
n
2a
n
3a
n
4 | n # N].
In [6] it was shown that
1. c(L) is a B-CF language; and
2. c(L) is not context-free.
Let M[a1 , a2 , a3 , a4]* be the language M=c(La5) _ R,
where R is the commutative regular language R=[=] _
c(a1*a2*a3*a4*a5*a25).
Being regular, R is a B-CF language. Obviously M=M*,
so M is a star language. Since c(L) is a B-CF language,
c(La5) is a B-CF language, too. Thus M is a B-CF language.
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Now c(L ) = h(M & c(a1*a2*a3*a4*a5 )), where h : [a1 , a2 ,
a3 , a4 , a5]*  [a1 , a2 , a3 , a4]* is the morphism defined by
h(ai)=ai for i=1, 2, 3, 4 and h(a5)==. Clearly M cannot be
a context-free language. We thus have
Theorem 5. There exists a commutative star language L
such that L is a B-CF language but not context-free.
At the end we list three interesting conjectures on com-
mutative context-free languages. The first two can be found
in [8].
Conjecture 1. A commutative language L is context-
free if and only if for all words y1 , y2 , ..., yn the language
L & y1*y2* } } } yn* is context-free.
Conjecture 2. The trio generated by the family of com-
mutative context-free languages is not principal.
Conjecture 3. Each commutative context-free language
is a finite union of commutative context-free languages
whose Parikh-maps are linear sets.
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